• Systematic & algebraic way to find sea-quark loops and multiply by 1/4
• Introduced for partially quenched theory by Damgaard and Splittorff
• First used for S χ PT by Aubin & CB, Lattice '03
• Replicate the sea-quark flavors, replacing each field by n R identical copies (n R = positive integer)
• Calculate order by order in corresponding (unrooted) chiral theory
• Take n R → 1/4 at end • Dependence on n R is polynomial at any finite order in S χ PT, so n R → 1/4 is well-defined • Treat LECs as free parameters for each n R -LECs are taken independent of n R in this procedure C. Bernard, INT, 3/20/06 -p.6
Replica trick
• Difficult to give meaning to replica trick at QCD level:
• Beyond weak-coupling perturbation theory, dependence on n R almost certainly non-polynomial • Analytic continuation from integers not unique • ∃ ideas by Shamir for defining a version of replica trick for QCD, but not used here • In S χ PT replica trick also only meaningful order by order
• Will assume no phase change as we move away from degenerate point, where phase of chiral theory is known C. Bernard, INT, 3/20/06 -p.7
(n F , n T , n R ) notation
• (n F , n T , n R ) LQCD is generating functional for lattice QCD theory with:
• n F flavors • n T tastes • n R replicas of each flavor
• (n F , n T , n R ) χ is corresponding generating functional for chiral theory
• Omit n R if it is trivially equal to 1 (because replica trick not relevant)
• Sources for generating functionals to be discussed later C. Bernard, INT, 3/20/06 -p.8
Relevant theories:
• (1, 4) LQCD and (1, 4) χ • Single unrooted staggered field • (1, 4) χ is S χ PT of Lee & Sharpe.
• No replica trick necessary (n F , n T , n R ) notation Relevant theories (continued):
• (n F , "1") LQCD and (n F , "1") χ
• n F staggered fields with 4 √ Det taken • Quotes on "1" taste ⇒ don't assume fourth root works • (n F , "1") χ is by definition the chiral theory generated by 
Remarks
• Chiral theories (n F , 4, n R ) χ are key objects
• (n F , 4, n R ) LQCD , in particular (4, 4, n R ) LQCD , introduced for convenience • Used formally; help keep track of n R factors relating valence-to sea-quark matrix elements • Almost certainly can be eliminated at the expense of less intuitive argument at the chiral level • Unnecessary that the standard, broken realization of chiral symmetry assumed in (4, 4, n R ) χ actually occurs in (4, 4, n R ) LQCD • Unpleasant fact that asymptotic freedom & spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking(?) is lost for n R > 1 in (4, 4, n R ) LQCD is irrelevant • Worried? -just increase n c (number of colors) [Heller] n F = 4 basics n F = 4: expansion around degenerate point
• To move away from degenerate limit, add taste-singlet scalar sources for sea-quark fields: • When s = 0, we don't yet know that (4, 4, 
with 1/M a distance scale that might not vanish when a → 0
• Prove by relating sea Green's functions to valence Green's functions in partially quenched theory
• Then can keep s = 0, where equivalence is known C. Bernard, INT, 3/20/06 -p.14 n F = 4: partial quenching argument
• Add n V staggered valence fields with sources σ αβ to all LQCD theories
• n V ghost fields also added, but not coupled to σ αβ : cancel valence Det when σ = 0 n F = 4: partial quenching argument
• Examples (i = j, α = β, no sums):
n F = 4: partial quenching argument
• Can therefore write:
• C labels a contraction with L C valence quark loops n F = 4: partial quenching argument
• Pass to corresponding chiral theories:
• At any finite order in chiral perturbation theory both sides of last eqn are polynomial in n R . Can take n R → 1/4
C. Bernard, INT, 3/20/06 -p.19 n F = 4: partial quenching argument
• After n R → 1/4 in second eqn: • Strong assumption; is it obviously too strong?
• "Don't expect convergent expansions in QFT"
• Factorial growth of large orders in perturbation theory: expansion at best asymptotic • But here every order is zero!
• How could analyticity go wrong?
• Line of singularities, domain boundary • Ground state for (4, "1") χ changes discontinuously from state assumed by (4, 4, One-flavor paradox
• Mock up the kind of pure-glue correlation function that can persist in continuum limit: add taste-singlet scalar source to rooted one-flavor theory:
• To show factors resulting from rooting, take the R th power of the determinant; set R = 1/4 at end
• Look at connected part of
One-flavor paradox
• Calculate G(x-y) for large |x − y| in LO S χ PT
• First rewrite in terms of valence Green's functions
• First rewrite in terms of valence Green's functions One-flavor paradox: resolutioñ
• Setting R = 1/4 = n R , red terms vanish • When a → 0, (n F , 4, n R ) χ becomes ordinary χ PT for 4n F · n R "flavors"
• For given flavor combo, all 16 taste pions become degenerate in continuum (before including anomaly effects) • Anomaly affects only taste singlet, flavor singlet meson, as always
• Taking n R → 1/4 order by order produces standard, continuum χ PT for n F flavors
• NB: assumes vacuum of (n F , 4, n R ) χ (Σ = 1) is same as vacuum of continuum χ PT-why m < 0 doesn't work
• Existing S χ PT calculations all show this behavior explicitly C. Bernard, INT, 3/20/06 -p.33
Consequences: health of rooted theory
• Since S χ PT → χ PT in continuum, low energy sector of n F -flavor lattice QCD with rooted staggered quarks becomes indistinguishable in structure from ordinary n F -flavor QCD
• No violations of unitarity • No unphysical nonlocal scales
• Says nothing about sectors not described by χ PT, but
• can probably extend to heavy-light physics using S χ PT for heavy-lights (Aubin & CB) • in n F = 4 case, can probably extend to baryons with heavy-baryon S χ PT (Bailey & CB)
• baryon mass scale might give difficulties in decoupling to get to n F < 4, though C. Bernard, INT, 3/20/06 -p.34
• Note: saying S χ PT is valid doesn't necessarily ⇒ LECs are correct
• For n F = 4, LECs are correct in degenerate case (locality ⇒ universality) • LECs mass independent, so also correct for four nondegenerate flavors (if S χ PT right) • For n F < 4, decoupling assumptions not strong enough to guarantee correct LECs • Would need universality at the lattice QCD level (hope Shamir succeeds) • Agreement of simulations with experiment is nice; agreement between different lattice fermions would be better!
• Chiral ops that split
are forbidden by flavor subgroup in (n F , 4, n R ) χ
• Corresponding sea-sea, valence-valence, and valence-sea mesons degenerate (when quark masses degenerate) in (n F , 4, n R ) χ , and therefore in (n F , 4, 
Conclusions, Remarks, Speculations
• Most important assumptions: 1) Taste symmetry restored in continuum limit of unrooted staggered theory
2) Difference V [s] between S χ PT theory (4, 4, 1 4 ) χ and true chiral theory (4, "1") χ is analytic in s (for space-time independent s), up to possible isolated singularities 3) As "charm" mass increases from 2m phys s , when it has decoupled from chiral theory, to 1/a, it remains decoupled from low energy physics
• Assumption 1) unproven but "non-controversial"
• Assumption 2) could be violated by essential singularities at 
• If S χ PT valid, then • Rooted theory ok at low energy (pseudoscalar meson sector) • Rooted theory not "mixed" (at least as far as χ PT can tell)
• Looks like almost all of my arguments would go through for third root of theory with n F ≤ 3 !
• ⇒ (n F , "4/3") χ= (n F , 4, 1 3 ) χ
